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In this paper we study the cosmological consequences of the minimal su- o -<
persymmetric extension of the standard model in the case that the neutralino is r... ,n_
heavier than the W. We calculate the cross section for annihilation of heavy neu- _ "_._
tralinos into final states containing gauge and Higgs bosons (_ --4 WW, ZZ, c_ ,-._
l,
HH, HW, HZ) and combine these results with those previously obtained for < -:_
, :]>
annihilation into fermions to find the relic cosmological abundance for the most _ o
C', ;x
general neutralino. The new channels are particularly important for Higgsino-like _
and mixed-state neutralinos, but are sub-dominant (to the fermion-antifermion r- ;J >
,-,4
annihilation channels) in the case that the neutralino is mostly a gaugino. The o _
L_ Prl
effect of the top quark mass is also considered. Using these cross sections and _,
the cosmological constraint f/_h 2 _< 1, we map the entire range of cosmologically
acceptable supersymmetric parameter space and discover a very general bound "-
.c
on the neutralino mass, For a top quark mass of less than 180 GeV, neutralinos o
heavier than 3200 GeV are cosmologically inconsistent, and if the top quark mass c_ c z
is less than 120 GeV, the bound is lowered to 2600 GeV. Neutralino states that v_ n_ c'°
are mostly gaugino are constrained to be lighter than 550 GeV. We find that a o, _
"heavy" neutralino (rn_ > rnw) that contributes _ _ 1 arises for a very wide _ _ c_
range of model parameters and makes, therefore, a very natural and attractive
dark matter candidate.
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¥I. INTRODUCTION
Low-energy-supersymmetric theories provide an elegant solution to the hi-
erarchy problem and have been extensively studied in recent years. 1 In most
models, the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is stable and makes an at-
tractive candidate for the dark matter known to exist throughout the Universe
and especially that in galactic halos. 2'3 In the minimal supersymmetric model,
the most likely LSP is the neutralino---a linear combination of photino, Higgsino,
and Z-ino fields. In addition, it has been shown that if it exists and is stable,
it very naturally has a relic abundance' near closure density, and thus proba-
bly comprises a significant component of our galactic halo independent of the
parameters of the supersymmetric model. 4'5 However, in previous work it has
been implicitly assumed that the mass of the neutralino, ra_, is less than the W
mass. (But see the recent work of Olive and Srednicki. 6 ) Important new anni-
hilation channels open up when rn_ > mw and because the relic abundance is
determined by the total annihilation cross section, it is crucial to include these
new channels. In particular, the results of Refs. 4 and 5 were found considering
only the reaction _" _ f f, where f is a quark or lepton, while for m2 > mw
final states such as W+W -, ZZ, and states involving I'Iiggs bosons must also be
included. For Dirac neutrino dark matter, it was shown by Enqvist, Kainulainen,
and Maalampi 7 that the gauge-boson final states dominate as the neutrino mass
increases, and we show that the same is true for the neutralino in some regions
of supersymmetric parameter space.
Since a supersymmetric solution to the hierarchy problem requires a relatively
light LSP, an "extremely" massive neutralino is not very attractive s however,
masses in the 100 GeV range are entirely reasonable, especially as unsuccessful
accelerator searches push the possible masses of the supersymmetric particles
upward. In this paper, we consider in detail the possibility of neutralino dark
matter heavier than the W, i.e., m2 > mw. Regions of parameter space that
are ruled out due to an excessive relic density of neutralinos are identified and
the cosmologically viable range of neutralino masses is found to be in a range
: w
that is also suitable for solving the naturalness problem. We also show that the
cosmologically acceptable supersymmetric models naturally predict relic abun-
dances in the range appropriate for supplying the bulk of the dark matter. We
find both of these results encouraging.
The plan of this paper is as follows: In Section II, we describe the low-energy-
supersymmetric model upon which our calculations are based and describe the
calculation of the relevant annihilation cross sections. The complete calcula-
tion is done for the W+W -, ZZ, and neutral Higgs final states, and reasonable
estimates are made for the charged Higgs and mixed Higgs-gauge-boson final
states. We then compare the cross sections for these channels to those previously
computed for the fermion-antifermion final states and map out the regions of
supersymmetric parameter space where the new channels are dominant and the
regions where they can safely be ignored. In Section III, we identify those regions
of M-/_ space that are ruled out by cosmological considerations and obtain a max-
imum mass for a cosmologically viable neutralino. In Section IV, the remaining
cosmologically acceptable regions of parameter space are mapped out and it is
shown that for most models, an interesting relic abundance (0.01 _< _2 < 1)
is possible, if not probable. Section V is a summary of the paper and the four
Appendixes contain the detailed expressions for the cross sections as well as their
forms in several useful limiting cases.
II. MODEL AND CROSS SECTIONS
We start with the minimal supersymmetric extension of the standard model
as described by Haber and Kane) and follow their conventions and notation
throughout. In these models there are four neutralinos, linear combinations of
the partners of the photon, Z, and two neutral Higgs bosons; we refer to the
lightest (the n th neutralino) as the neutralino and denote it as _',
"-- ZnlS "[- Zn2 _3 -[- Zn3H1 dr Zn4H2, (1)
where (Z)ij is the real orthogonal matrix that diagonalizes the neutralino mass
matrix. In addition, there are two charginos, linear combinations of the partners
of the charged Higgs and gauge bosons. The neutralino and chargino masses and
mixings aredetermined by three 1° arbitrary parameters: two mass parameters, #
and M, and the ratio of Higgs vacuum expectation values, tan fl = vz/vl. In ad-
dition, there are scalar quarks and scalar leptons whose masses are arbitrary, but
to simplify matters, a single common squark and slepton mass m], is assumed.
Finally, there are the two requisite Higgs doublets which give rise to two neutral
sc'alars H ° and H °, a neutral pseudoscalar H °, and two charged Higgs bosons,
H + and H-. The masses and couplings of these particles are determined by/1,
M, and tan_, as well as the mass of the lightest scalar mH_ (see Refs. 11 and 12).
In these models the masses of the neutral Higgs particles satisfy: mHo > mz;
mgo 2 < mz cos 2/_; and m//g < rnH0 < mH0. The charged Higgs particles are
both heavier than the W. Feynman rules as well as mass matrices and other
relevant formulas for the Higgs particles can be found in Refs. 11 and 12.
Although the analysis of the heavy neutralino can become very involved,
many results can be understood in terms of the neutralino properties displayed
in Fig. 1. The broken curves in Fig. 1 are neutralino mass contours in the M-
p plane, and the solid curves are the gaugino fraction (defined as Zn21 + Z22)
of the neutralino. In Fig. 1, tan_ = 2 is assumed; however, these curves are
relatively insensitive to the value of tan _. The mass contours are hyperbolas
that asymptote to m_ = for large M and to mf_ = M' _-, M/2 for large [tt[.
For large values of and M, models where the neutralino is half Higgsino and
half gaugino fall along the line # = _M tan 2 8w _ M/2. In the regions where
the gaugino fraction is greater than 0.99, _ is almost a pure B-ino state (Z,,1 _ 1
and Z,,i _ 0 for i # 1). (When M' = _Mtan 20w, the lightest neutralino cannot
both be a pure photino and heavier than the W.) When the gaugino fraction is
less than 0.01, _ is very nearly a pure Higgsino state (Z,,1 _, Z,,2 ,,_ 0).
In order to calculate the relic abundance we need the total cross section
for annihilation of neutralinos into all lighter particles. The result for ff final
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states, where f is a quark or lepton, has been calculated prevmusly and appears
(with corrections) in Appendix D. Other possible final states include the gauge
bosons, W+W - and ZZ, the six poss_le combinations of two neutral Higgs
bosons (HOllO, HlOH2,o H2OH3,0 etc.), the charged Higgs, H+tt -, and the five
Higgs-gauge-bosonfinal states, W+H -, W-H +, ZH_, ZH_, and ZH_.
Consider the gauge-boson final states first. The Feynman diagrams for _'_" --*
W+W - are shown in Fig. 2, and the diagrams for :_ --* ZZ are shown in Fig. 3.
There are a total of seven diagrams contributing to the WW final state and ten
to the ZZ final state. The complete cross sections are given in Appendixes A
and B. The calculation of these cross sections is a tedious process with ample
opportunity for error; moreover, the final expressions for the cross sections are
long. Fortunately, unitarity provides a very nice check. The contributions of
the individual Feynman diagrams in Fig. 2 to the cross section for annihilation
into W+W - contain terms proportional to s, the center of mass energy squared.
However, each partial wave of the complete matrix element must be bounded
by a constant which implies that as s _ _, the total cross section must be
proportional to s-1. For this to occur, a highly nontrivial cancellation must
take place between the squares of the seven individual diagrams and the twenty-
one interference terms. The formulas for the total cross section presented in
Appendix A (as well as those for the ZZ final state presented in Appendix B)
do indeed exhibit this behavior. In addition, in the low-energy limit, relative
velocity v _ 0, the total cross sections reduce to simple squares, Eqs. (A10) and
(BT). The correct high-energy behavior of the total cross sections as well as the
fact that the cross sections simplify in the v _ 0 limit give us some confidence
that our complicated expressions are correct.
HO.H oThe Feynman diagrams for _ --* , _ are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, and
the resulting cross sections are given in Appendix C. None of the squares of the
individual diagrams for these channels diverge for large s, so unitarity cannot
be used to check our results. Moreover, there is no particular use in obtaining
expressions that are exact in s. Therefore, we have obtained expressions that
are correct only to order v 2, which simplifies matters greatly. The Higgs-boson
channels tend to be sub-dominant to the gauge-boson and fermion-antifermion
channels for most of the heavy neutralino parameter space; however, some of
the 0 0H i H_ final states are quite important when m_ < mw and the effect of
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Higgs-boson final states on light neutralinos is considered in another paper. As
Pa check, a symbolic manipulation program (MACSYMA) was also used to derive
these cross sections and numerical agreement between the MACSYMA results
and the formulas of Appendix C was found.
We have completed preliminary calculations for the mixed Higgs-gange--boson
final states, but do not include those results here because these channels seem to
be sub-dominant. Since the matrix elements for these channels contain couplings
that appear in the pure-Hi_s or gauge-boson final states, the cross sections for
the mixed channels should lie in between those for the Higgs-boson final states
and those for gauge-boson final states. Since the cross sections for the Higgs-
boson final states and those for the gauge-boson final states are rarely of the
same magnitude for heavy neutralinos, the mixed states should be negligible.
Numerically, our preliminary results support this hypothesis.
To .see the importance of the bosonic finalstates,we compare the newly
calculated cross sectionswith the previously calculatedannihilationcross section
(if finalstatesonly),s Unfortunately, even with the simplificationsalready made,
a six-dimensional parameter space (/_,M, tan_, rnH_, rn], and the top quark
mass, rnt)must be explored. To simplify matters we consider only three values of
m]: m] = rn_, m] = 2rni, and rn] = oo. Recall that m_ provides a lotoer limit
to the squark mass since _ is assumed to be the LSP. When using rn] = m_, the
importance of the new (bosonic) final states will be underestimated because m]
appears only in the denominator of the cross section into ]f. The opposite limit,
m] = oo, supresses the fermion channels greatly, so by considering both limits
the sensitivity of our results on rnj/rn_ can be seen.
To simplify further, we will set m/_,_ = 0. The lightest Higgs mass mg_
determines a Higgs mixing angle a, and coupling constants of the Hi_s bosons
depend only trigonometrically on a. When annihilation into all bosonic final
states is considered, the total cross section is relatively insensitive to the choice
of m/t0 provided that the neutralino is heavy enough that threshold effects are
unimportant. (As discussed in Ref. 9, the .value of mHo is important for light
neutralinos.) For the cases presented below, we have confirmed numerically that
the results are insensitive to value of mH_. We have included Higgs exchange in
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the fermion channels,but for very massiveneutralinos this effect is not important.
As discussedin Ref. 9, Higgs exchangecan be important, but only when near a
pole.
Using rn] = m_ and mHO -- 0, we show in Fig. 6 the regions of the M-p
plane where the new final states are important for several values of tan _ and
rni and for a neutralino-neutralino relative velocity of v 2 _ 1/4 (relevant for
annihilation in the early Universe around "freeze-out"). In the regions "hatched"
with positively sloped lines, the annihilation cross section into fermion final states
is greater than that into gauge and Higgs bosons by at least a factor of ten. In
the areas hatched with negatively sloped lines, the gauge-boson contribution
to the annihilation cross section is at least ten times as great as that of the
Higgs and fermion channels, and in the regions hatched with horizontal lines,
the Higgs-boson contribution dominates that of fermions and gauge bosons by at
least a factor of ten. In the areas hatched with vertical lines, none of the three
contributions dominate by more than a factor of ten.
The analogous plots for a relative velocity v 2 _ 0 are very similar and so
are not shown. We remind the reader that there are two distinct energy regimes
of interest for _" annihilation: v 2 _ 1/4, typical of the early Universe around
"freeze-out" when the annihilation cross section determines the relic abundance
of neutralinos; and v 2 _ 10 -6 _ 0, characteristic of the neutralino annihilations
in the galactic halo or in the body of the Sun or Earth, which may prove to be
an interesting source for high-energy cosmic rays or neutrinos. Since the rela-
tive velocity is small in both regimes, an expansion to first order in powers of
v 2 is a good approximation for the total annihilation cross section av. In the
early Universe, one might expect the v 2 term in av to be smaller by a factor
of v2/4 _ 1/16, but for Majorana particles such as the neutralino, the v ° term
may be suppressed and the v 2 term may actually dominate. 13 For present day
annihilations with v2/4 < 10 -6, the v 2 term in the cross section is never impor-
tant. Even if the v ° term vanished at tree level, one would expect hlgher-order
corrections and/or three-body final states to overwhelm the v 2 term in this ve-
locity regime. 14 Given the different possible structures of the cross section in the
two velocity regimes, it may be surprising that the figure corresponding to Fig. 6
with v = 0 (not shown) looks so similar. In regions of large neutralino mass this
similarity occurs because the cross section for annihilation into gauge bosons and
top quarks has no s-wave (v ° term) suppression. In the regions of small rn_,
0 0
the similarity is due to our assumption that mHg = O. The H 2 H 3 channel in
particular is always open and has no s-wave suppression. If we use larger (and
more realistic) values for rnHg so that annihilation of tight neutratinos into Higgs
bosons is kinematically forbidden, the behavior of the total annihilation cross
section in the galactic halo differs from that in the early Universe. We address
this further in Ref. 9.
From Fig. 6 we see that the gauge-boson final states dominate the annihilation
cross section when _ is small which corresponds to a "Higgsino-like" neutralino
state. In this case, Zna ,_ Z.2 "_ 0 and [Z,31 _, IZn4] _ 1/v_, and the annihilation
into W+W - (ZZ) proceeds through the t- and u-channel exchange of the tightest
chargino (neutralino) with couplings that only depend weakly upon tan _. For
m] = rn2, annihilation into fermions proceeds mainly through t- and u-channel
exchange of the squawk, and from the form of the couplings in Appendix D, we see
that annihilation into the bb (tt--) final state increases (decreases) with increasing
tan _. This qualitative behavior is seen in Fig. 6 where the size of the Higgs-
dominated region decreases with increasing tan _. The effect of the top quark
shows up dramatically in Fig. 6 where fermion channels dominate along the top
quark mass threshold when the top is heavy. When M is small, corresponding
to a "B-ino-like" state, the relevant couplings for _'_ ---, W+W -, ZZ are small
(see Appendixes A and B) and the gauge-boson final states are unimportant.
For a neutralino that is either gaugino- or Higgsino-like, the Higgs couplings
are mostly small and those that are non-negligible appear in diagrams where
heavy virtual particles (heavier neutralinos) are exchanged, so annihilation into
Higgs final states is relatively small. For a neutralino state that is neither pure
gaugino nor pure Higgsino ("mixed state"), Higgs channels become more impor-
tant but our numerical results suggest that these final states never dominate for
very heavy (m_ >> rnw) neutralinos. In the "mixed state" regions, several final
states generally contribute comparable amounts to the total cross section. We
remind the reader once again that in Fig. 6 the importance of the new channels
has been underestimatecI since we have set m] = rn_; of course, in general rn]
should be greater than rn_--and rn] could be much greater than m_.
To illustrate the squark-mass dependence of our results, we set m] = 2mf_
in Fig. 7. As expected, the regions of domination by fermion final states shrink
and the regions of Higgs domination and those where no single channel domi-
nates grow. In Fig. 8, we minimize the effect of the fermion channels by setting
rn] = c_, the opposite extreme of m] = m_. Even though fermions can still
be produced via a Z or Higgs-boson exchange, we see that fermion final states
hardly ever dominate in this limit. It is also seen that the Higgs final states are
more important for B-ino annihilation, while gauge-boson channels dominate for
Higgsino states.
As just mentioned, these cross sections can also be used for neutralino anni-
hilation in the galactic halo or in the body of the Sun or Earth. There are several
interesting possibilities for detecting the products from such annihilations. 2 In
these cases, the limit v _ 0 is appropriate and the formulas simplify consider-
ably. The cross sections in this limit are displayed in the Appendixes, F.XlS. (A10),
(B7), (Cll), and (D6).
III. COSMOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS
Using the cross sections discussed in Section II and given in the Appendixes,
the relic abundance of neutralinos can be found by integrating the Boltzmann
equation,
dn_
dt
where n_ is the actual number density of neutralinos, nxq is the equilibrium num-
ber density, H is the expansion rate of the Universe, and (av) is the total annihi-
lation cross section, thermally averaged and averaged over initial neutralino spins.
Qualitatively, the number density of neutralinos tracks its equilibrium value until
the annihilation rate F = nf¢ (av), drops below the expansion rate H ("freeze-
out"), after which a relic abundance of neutralinos "freezes-in'.' The freeze-out
temperature T! depends logarithmically upon (av), but generally occurs for a
value xf = myc/Tf _, 0(20-30).
While it is straightforward to integrate Eq. (2) numerically, because of the
large number of times we must do so, it is far more convenient to use an analytic
approximation (good to about 5-10%) for the relic abundance instead. In this
regard we have generally followed the treatment detailed in Ref. 15.
After freeze-in, the neutralino abundance per comoving volume no longer
di:ops rapidly and it is therefore convenient to rewrite the Boltzmarm equation
using the variable Y = nf_/s, where s = 2r_g, T3/45 is the entropy density and
g, counts the total number of effectively relativistic degrees of freedom. Then
the fraction of critical density contributed by relic neutralinos today is given by
_lf_h 2 Pf_ Yoosorn_
-- Pcrit/h 2 - Pcrit/h 2
2.82 x 108 Yoo(rnf_/GeV),
(3)
where the present critical density is Pcrit -- 1.05 × 104 h 2 eV cm -3, the present
Hubble constant is 100 h km sec -1 Mpc -1 with 0.4 < h < 1, and the present
entropy density is so = 2970 cm -3.
Expanding the total annihilation cross section in powers of the neutralino
relative velocity,
av = a + bv2+..., (4)
it can be shown that an accurate approximation to the neutralino relic abundance
is given by
Yo_ 1 = 0.264g, mplmf_ -_y W •
The freeze-out epoch xf is determined by
(s)
0.0764met(a + ob/xj)c(2+ c)m 
Zf -" 111 ,--- 1/2 '
_/g,x]
(6)
which can be solved iteratively to the required precision. Here mpl = 1.22 x
1019 GeV is the Planck mass and c is a constant of order unity whose value
is determined by matching the approximate analytic solutions for x <_ xf and
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x _ x I. In practice, once chooses c to obtain the most accurate approximation
to Yoo; we have used the value c = 1/2 which results in a typical accuracy of
about 5-10%--more than sufficient for our purposes here.
Figs. 9, 10, and 11 illustrate the dependence of flEh 2 on M and tt for tan fl = 2
and rnt = 60 GeV, for several slices through the M-# plane. The behavior
of flE h 2 depends on the mass and gaugino fraction of the neutralino and the
relative importance of the cross sections into the various final states; therefore
in the following, the reader is encouraged to frequently refer to Figs. 1, 6, and
8. In Fig. 9, _Eh 2 is shown as a function of M for several values of p under
the two extreme assumptions, rn] = mi (solid lines) and m] = c¢ (broken
lines). Assuming m] = mi, the relic abundance grows with increasing M (and
therefore increasing m E (Fig. 1)) while the neutralino is mostly B-ino (Fig. 6)
and the fermion channels dominate (Fig. 6). This is because g/E "" (av) -1 "_
4 2
rn]/m E ,,_ mE 2, due to our assumption that rn] = rn E. The neutralino mass
density f_ih 2 reaches a maximum near the value of M where the neutralino is
an equal mixture of gaugino and Higgsino and drops quickly as the gauge boson
channels begin to dominate and increase the cross section (Fig. 6). For larger M,
the neutralino is mostly Higgsino and its mass does not change as M increases
further (Fig. 1), so flEh 2 levels off.
The broken curve in Fig. 9 is similar to the solid curve except that we have
set m] = c_, greatly suppressing the fermion channels (Fig. 8). For small M,
the neutralino is B-ino-like (Fig. 1) and annihilates primarily into Higgs bosons
(Fig. 8). Since _Eh _ stays nearly constant, we can conclude that the cross section
in this region is nearly independent of m E. In fact, examination of the cross
section given in Appendix C shows that annihilation is completely dominated
by the exchange of the heaviest neutralino which is very nearly a pure Higgsino.
(Exchange of the lighter neutralinos is suppressed due to the lack of a B-ino-B-
ino-Higgs coupling.) Since the mass of the heaviest neutralino is very nearly equal
to/_, we find a cross section that is proportional to _t-2. For large M, the behavior
is determined again by annihilation into gauge bosom and the suppression of the
fermion channels due to large m] makes no difference.
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In Fig. 10, we show _h 2 for three slices through the M-# plane with M
held constant as p increases, again for m] = mi (solid lines) and m] = oo
(broken fines). For small/_, the neutralino is mostly Higgsino (Fig. 1), annihilates
primarily into gauge bosons (Fig. 6), and rni increases with/_ (Fig. 1). Again
f_h 2 _ (av) -1 ,._ s2/m_ 2 ,-, m_ 2. Now, however, the switch to a hlggsino
annihilating into fermions results in a jump in Qih 2 (rather than a drop as in
Fig. 9). Again, for rn] = m i (the solid curves) and large values of #, ftih 2
levels off because rni becomes constant for large #. The broken curves in Fig. 10
show f_h 2 when m] = c_, and we find that at small/1, the behavior is similar
to the case where m] = rn i. As p increases further, the neutralino becomes
B-ino-like, and annihilation into Higgs bosons dominates (the fermion channels
being suppressed by m] = oo). The relic abundance increases with # because
(av) --_ g-2 as mentioned earlier.
Finally, in Fig. 11 we show a slice of the M-# plane along the line # =
_Mtan _ 0w (which for large # corresponds to a neutralino that is an equal
Higgsino-gaugino mixture) for rn] = rn_i (solid line) and m] = oo (broken line).
For small #, the relic abundance dips as new annihilation channels become kine-
matically allowed; however, as seen in Fig. 1, rn_ increases monotonically along
this line when the neutralino becomes heavy, and f_ h 2 increases with increasing
mi, as it should. As expected from Fig. 6, the relic abundance for m] = c_ is
slightly higher than that for m] = rn_ since the fermion and gauge-boson con-
tributions are generally of the same order of magnitude for a neutralino that is
an equal Higgsino-gaugino mixture.
The results shown in Figs. 9-11 are qualitatively the same for p < 0 and other
values of tan _ and mr.
The age of the Universe at the present epoch (specified by a photon temper-
ature T = 2.75 K) decreases with increasing values of Qh 2. If one insists that
the age of the Universe today is greater than 10 Gyr and that h _> 0.4, the cos-
mological bound _2_h 2 < _2h 2 < 1 follows. 15 We now use this limit, Q:_h 2 _< 1, to
exclude regions of the M, #, tan/_ parameter space. As mentioned earlier, rais-
ing m] lowers the annihilation rate which in turn increases the relic abundance.
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Therefore we set rn] = ra_, so that regions of parameter space are excluded
independently of the unknown squark mass.
In order to provide realistic limits, we will consider top quark masses in the
range 60 GeV _< rat _< 180 GeV. The lower bound follows from unsuccessful
experimental searches, 16 and the upper bound follows from limits on radiative
corrrections to sin 2 8w (Ref. 17). The range of tan fl considered is 1 < tan fl <
rat/mb. The reason is that for rat >> rab, radiative corrections drive tan/3 = v2/vl
to a value greater than 1. In addition, in many supergravity models, electroweak
symmetry breaking only occurs if tan/3 < rnt/rab (Ref. 18).
In Fig. 12, we have hatched out the regions of the M-# plane (for tan fl = 2)
that are cosmologically excluded for our limiting cases, rat = 60 GeV and 180
GeV. (The results for other values of tan fl are qualitatively similar. The excluded
regions for _ < 0 are similar to those for # > 0 and so are not shown.) Prom
Fig. 12 we see that a Higgsino-like neutralino is constrained to be less massive
than about 3000 GeV; on the other hand, a B-ino-like neutralino must be less
massive than about 550 GeV. Note that both bounds become more stringent as
mt decreases.
To illustrate the dependence of our results on the assumption that ra] = rat,
we show in Fig. 13 the cosmologically excluded regions for ra] = oo. The region
of Higgsino-like parameter space excluded is very similar to the case shown in
Fig. 12, but many more B-ino-like states are excluded. This is because the
fermion annihilation channels are (are not) important for a B-ino- (Higgsino-)
like neutralino.
As the neutralino mass becomes large, the annihilation cross section de-
creases. Therefore, the constraint f_h 2 < I leads to a maximum cosmologi-
cally acceptable neutralino mass. In order to find the maximum neutralino mass
consistent with cosmology we must search the parameter space of M, #, tan #,
and rat. We did so as follows. For a given rat and tan fl, the M-# plane was
searched numerically for the largest value of ra_ consistent with Q:_h 2 < 1. For
rat = 60 GeV, the heaviest possible neutralino is mostly Higgsino, and neu-
tralino annihilation proceeds mainly into gauge bosons. For larger values of rat,
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the heaviest possible neutralino is nearly half Higgsino and half gaugino, and
the fermion annihilation channelsareof comparableimportance. In Fig. 14, the
maximum cosmologically acceptable neutralino massis shown as a function of
tan/3 for severalvaluesof rnt. As mentioned before, we consider values of tan/3
between 1 and rnt/mb. From Fig. 14 we see that for rnt < 180 GeV, 17 a neu-
tralino mass greater than 3200 GeV is cosmologica_y unacceptable. If the top
quark mass should be about 120 GeV, then the neutralino must have a mass less
than around 2600 GeV. It is interesting that the cosmological window for the
neutralino mass roughly coincides with that for solving the hierarchy problem, s
These neutralino mass limits would weaken if larger values of rnt or more extreme
values of tan/3 were allowed; we believe,'however, that we have been generous in
the regions of parameter space explored.
Finally, we should mention the status of the "pure" photino and "pure"
Higgsino states which are frequently considered in the literature as dark matter
candidates. A pure photino is defined as Zni = cos0w, Zn2 = sin0w, and
Z,3 = Z,4 = 0, while the Higgsino usually considered has Z,1 = Z,2 = 0,
Z,3 = sin/3, and Zn4 = cos/3. When the neutralino is light, an LSP state that
is a pure photino plus a correction of order rn_2/rn_v (where rn_ is the photino
mass) exists, and is in fact common. Likewise, in the low mass limit there is a
state that is close to the Higgsino state defined above. Usually however, the above
relations are assumed to hold without regard to the neutralino mass matrix from
which they arise. In fact, given the unification assumption, M r = _Mtan2Ow,
an examination of the mass matrix shows that neither of these states exists as the
LSP for m2 > mw. If the unification assumption is relaxed, a photino-like state
of any mass is possible and the relic abundance for these massive photinos can
be calculated in the same manner as for massive neutralinos. Using rn] < rnzt,
rnt < 180 GeV, and 9th 2 < 1, one finds a maximum photino mass of around
600 GeV, a number very similar to our limit for the more realistic B-ino state.
For the Higgsino state defined above, the crucial Z-Higgsino-Higgsino coupling
becomes Z23 - Z_4 = cos 2 2/3 and such a state annihilates with the cross section
of a Majorana neutrino times the factor cos 2 2/3. For l_ge mass however, this
particular Higgsino solution no longer occurs, and as discussed previously, the
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actual large mass Higgsino-like solution has Z,3 _ :i:Zn4. So we conclude that
for discussion of supersymmetric dark matter above the W mass, the photino
and Higgsino states that are usually considered are not so relevant.
In closing this section, we should again remind the reader that implicit in
our calculation of _2_h 2 was the assumption that there was no significant entropy
production after the freeze-out of the relic abundances. If there were significant
entropy production--e.g., due to the quark/hadron transition, electroweak sym-
metry breaking, or relic particle decays--and the entropy per comoving volume
increased by a factor of 7, then our estimate for Q_h 2 would decrease by the
same factor of 7. On the other hand, our cosmological upper bound to 12_h 2 is
rather generous: Had we assumed that the Universe today must be at least 13
Gyr old--a very reasonable lower bound--the cosmological upper limit to $2_h 2
would fall to about 0.4. Or if we insist that fl = 1 and that the age of the
Universe be at least 10 Gyr, then h _< 0.7, and fl_h 2 _ 0.5.
IV. HEAVY NEUTRALINOS AS DARK MATTER CANDIDATES
It should be noted that for almost any value of M and p not cosmologically
excluded, a relic neutralino abundance of significance for the dark matter prob-
lem, say 0.025 <_ Q_h 2 _< 1, can result. These models are interesting because they
offer an elegant solution to the dark matter problem and predict the existence of
particles in our galactic halo which may be detectable. 19
In Fig. 15, we show "scatter" plots of Q£h 2 vs. rn_ for models taken from a
grid of points in the M-# plane. For light neutralinos (m_ < row), the relic abun-
dances displayed underestimate the expected values because we set m] = rnf_.
Since the cross section for annihilation into fermions (av)f ] ,,_ (rn 2] + rn_2)-_ 2, if
the squark is x times heavier than the neutralino, the'relic abundance for light
neutralinos is about a factor of (x 2 + 1)2/4 larger than that shown in Fig. 15 (as-
suming the Higgs channels are negligible). 5 Some indication of this fact can be
seen in Fig. 16 where we have set rn] = 2mf_. As expected, the relic abundance
for neutralinos that are mostly B-ino increases roughly as described above. For
reference, the relic abundances that result when we set rn] = c_ are shown in
Fig. 17. In Figs. 15, 16, and 17 we arbitrarily set rntto = 0 since for heavy neu-
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tralinos, the relic abundanceis insensitiveto this parameter. For light neutralinos
9
this is not the case.
Now consider the relic abundance of very heavy neutralinos. Note that for
large masses, the relic neutralino abundance seems to cluster along two lines.
Along the upper line, the neutralino is mostly B-ino. Since annihilation for a
B-ino-like neutralino is dominated by the fermion channels, one would generally
expect a relic abundance higher than shown here (where m] = m_). This is seen
in Figs. 16 and 17 where an increase in rn] results in larger values of _h 2. For
a B-ino-fike neutralino, fl_ --_ 1 occurs for a neutralino mass of around 100-300
GeV.
Along the lower line in Fig. 15 the neutralino is mostly Higgsino. In this
region, the gauge-boson annihilation channels dominate the total annihilation
cross section and the results do not depend upon the assumed value of rn]]rn_;
cf. Figs. 15-17. However, if the top quark is very heavy (mr ,,_ 180 GeV) the
fermion annihilation channels become comparable to the gauge-boson channels,
even for a Higgsino-like neutralino. In this case the importance of the fermion
annihilation channels will depend upon rn]/m_: if this ratio is sufficiently large,
the gange-boson channels will still dominate. The fact that the Higgsino curves
in Figs. 15(a), 16, and 17 are the same illustrates this point. In any case, the
"Higgsino fine" in Fig. 17 provides an upper bound to _/_h 2 for Higgsino-like
neutralinos, independent of mt and m]. Note also that our results indicate that
a Higgsino-like heavy neutralino also provides a viable dark matter candidate for
a wide range of neutralino masses.
If _h 2 _< 0.025, it is unlikely that the neutralino is the primary component
of the dark matter. However, such neutralinos would still reside in our galactic
halo as a minor component of the dark matter and might still be detectable.
We should remind the reader that there are few cosmological relics, and even
relics that contribute only a small fraction of critical density are very interesting.
Moreover, independent of whether or not the relic neutralinos are the primary
component of the dark matter, if detected, they still could provide the first
evidence for supersymmetry!
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Unfortunately, a heavier neutralino is more difficult to detect because for
fixed mass density, the number density is lower for heavier particles. In addi-
tion, the matrix element for the interaction of a neutralino-----or any dark matter
particle---is typically related to the annihilation matrix element by crossing sym-
metry, and the annihilation cross section for particle dark matter is always of
order 10 -27 cm 3 sec -1. 20 Since, roughly speaking, the rate for direct detection is
proportional to the interaction cross section with matter times the relic number
density and the number density is proportional to (rni) -], the rate for direct de-
tection is generally inversely proportional to m_. 19,20 Likewise, indirect detection
schemes--searching for the annihilation products of neutralinos that annihilate
in the halo, in the Sun, or in the Earth--depend upon the annihilation cross
section times the square of the number density. This implies that for fixed fl_,
the rate for annihilation in the galactic halo falls off roughly as m_ -2. On the
other hand, the energy of the decay products increases with increasing rni and
the backgrounds at higher energies tend to be smaller.
To be more quantitative about indirect detection, in Fig. 18 we show a scatter
plot of the volume annihilation rate Fhalo for neutralinos in the galactic halo as a
function of the neutralino mass for a wide range of supersymmetric models. To
simplify matters, we have assumed that mt= 60 GeV, tan/_ = 2, and m/_o = 0,
and have used both rn] = rnf_ and rn] = oo. Further, we have selected values of p
and M from a grid in the M-p plane and eliminated models where _ih 2 _> 1. For
the local number density of neutralinos hi, we have used the following simple
model. For fli _> flhalo, it is reasonable to assume that neutralinos comprise
the halo dark matter and thus nf_ = Phalo/mi. For fli _< flhalo, it is very
unlikely that neutralinos comprise the bulk of the halo dark matter; as a simple
model we suppose that ni = (fli/_2haao)(Ph_o/mi). The second case corresponds
to the situation where neutralinos are a "minor'--but potentially interesting--
component of the halo. To smoothly interpolate between these two cases, we
have used the simple ansatz,
Ph o/m (7)
n_ = 1 + _'lhaloh2/Q:_h 2"
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For Phalo we use 0.3 GeV cm -3. Based upon the rotation curves of spiral galaxies
flhalo -- 0.03-0.1 (or greater since there is no convincing evidence for the con-
vergence of the halo mass of any spiral galaxy); for definiteness we have taken
_halo h2 = 0.03. The volume rate for neutralino annihilations in the galactic halo
is then Ph_o = n_(av)[v=0. One can see that the galactic annihilation rate varies
roughly as m2 -2 (as argued above). By using mHo = O, we eliminate the well-
known s,wave suppression for light neutralino annihilation at zero velocity_ 3
therefore, the galactic annihilation rates for fight neutralinos for larger values
of mHo will generally be smaller than those shown in Fig. 18. An interesting
consequence of our model for galactic neutralino abundance is that the galactic
annihilation rate does not necessarily decrease with decreasing relic abundance;
this is because _2h 2 o¢ (av) -] and for _/2 >_ _halo, we have fixed n2. Thus, even
a neutralino that fails to solve the dark matter problem may prove to be an inter-
esting candidate for indirect detection. Of course, here we have only considered
the rate for neutralino annihilation in the galactic halo. To find expected exper-
imental signatures, the branching ratios for specific final states (e.g., positrons,
neutrinos, etc') and the propagation of these annihilation products must also be
considered. 9
V, CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied in some detail the possibility of a "heavy" neu-
tralino (m_ > row), mapping out completely the cosmologically allowed regions
of parameter space. The main difference between a heavy and a light (m_ < row)
neutralino is that additional annihilation channels open up (various pairs of Higgs
and gauge bosons) which have not been included in the previous treatments 4's
(apart from a _ecent report of Srednicki and Olive 6 ). We have calculated the
annihilation cross sections into these new channels for a general neutralino state.
In large regions of the parameter space for the minimal supersymmetric extension
of the standard model (#, M, tariff, rnlto2, m], and ms) the new channels make
a substantial contribution to the annihilation cross section, and for a neutralino
that is Higgsino-like, the gauge-boson final states (W+W -, ZZ) often dominate
all the other channels by a factor of ten. On the other hand, for a heavy neu-
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tralino that is gaugino-like, the new final states are typically sub-dominant. The
new channels contribute and cannot be ignored for neutralinos that are mixed
states.
Using our results for the new annihilation channelsalong with previous re-
sults for the fermion final states, we have calculated the total annihilation cross
section for heavy neutralinos and from this, the relic cosmologicalabundanceof
heavy neutralinos. We find that for a large portion of the parameter space,a
heavy neutralino of massbetweenmw and 3200 GeV can have a cosmologically
interesting relic abundance, i.e., 0.025 _< f_h 2 _< 1. Thus, we conclude that a
heavy neutralino is a well motivated and viable dark matter candidate. Based
upon the cosmological constraint f_h 2 <_ 1, we have mapped out the regions of
parameter space that are cosmologically forbidden. In particular, for rnt < 180
GeV, one can completely rule out a neutralino that is heavier than about 3200
GeV. For a neutralino that is Higgsino-like, the bound is about 3000 GeV, while
if the neutralino is gaugino-like, the bound is about 550 GeV. (If a top quark of
mass less than 120 GeV is discovered, the general bound drops to 2600 GeV.) It
is interesting to note that the cosmologicalupper bound to the neutralino mass
is comparable to that which follows by insisting that low-energy supersymmetry
"solve" the hierarchy problem.
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APPENDIX A: CROSS SECTION FOR _-4 W+W -
First let us review the masses and mixing parameters of the minimal super-
symmetric standard model. The quantities M, M', and # are the masses that
appear in the neutralino mass matrix, Y, Eq. (C38) of Ref. 1, and Zii are the
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elementsof the real orthogonal matrix that diagonalizesY. The masses of the
four neutralinos are the absolute values of the eigenvalues of Y, m)i0; one should
keep in mind the fact that the rn2o may be negative. The mass of the lightest
neutralino is the n th eigenva[ue of Y which we shall denote by m_. The chargino
masses re)i+, given by Eq. (C18) in Ref. 1, are always positive. The quantities ¢_
and ¢+, determined from formulas given in Ref. 21, describe the mixing of the
charginos. The squares of the Higgs-boson masses (rn_0 and m_o), a, and fl are
given in Appendix A of Ref. 12. Finally, the quantities g and gl are respectively
the U(1) and SU(2) gauge couplings. In this Appendix only, some quantities are
scaled by mw in order to simplify some of the equations. Specifically,
w= mi ; _;i= _ ; (= ; s= ,
\mw / \ mw / rn_v
where sm_. is the square of the center of mass energy, and pl and P2 are the four-
momenta of the incoming neutralinos. (in Appendix B, these same quantities will
be rescaled by mz.)
Next we define the quantities
e2 \¢os¢_ +z.2 -sine_ '
(A2)
aet x and X is the matrix defined in Eq. (C9) of Ref. 1. From thesewhere e =
we define
CO) _ e2 f2 C!2)i . iJi, "-eifi +eif_,
4 + c}')=4- f?, c}')=4 +f,
DO ) _ 2 2 2= e + .f_.f_, o (2)= e_el]_+ ]_e_]_,
D(s) 2 2 2 2 D(4)
-" el/_ + e2fl, = e_e_/2 + f2e2f2,
(A3)
D (s) = 2ele_flfa,
where i = 1,2.
2o
The following dimensionlessquantities are also useful,
' ---
Li -
A=
C-
0's -o')s 2 2w+2_i '
1[ 1 _ 1
"rs (1 + o')s - 2 - 2w + 2_ (1 - O')8 - 2 - 2w -b 2_
m---_ sin a + 2 [Q sin(/3 - a) - Rsina],
mw
rn_
--cos - 2 [Qcos( - + Rcos ],
rnw
where
Q _ Z"3(gZ.2-'Z 1 , 2 2_Z.3Z.4),g nl), R - (MZ22 -}- M Z,1 -
g 2row
r = Z23- Z24.
(A4)
(A5)
The total cross section, averaged over neutralino spin for the process _ ---*
W+W - is given by
erww
1
32rsm_v s---'4w (A6)
The quantities Xii arise from squaring the matrix element given by the Feyn-
man diagrams in Fig. 2, summing over final state polarizations and averaging
over initial neutralino spins. Specifically, Xzz comes from the square of the Z-
exchange diagram, Xft1-I comes from the square of the Higgs exchange diagrams,
X_,._'÷ comes from the sum of the squares of the t- and u-channel exchange of
the charginos, X_-+,_'÷ comes from the interference between the t- and u-channel
exchange of the charginos, and XZ,_÷ and Xif_÷ come from the interference of
the chargino exchange diagrams with the Z and Higgs exchange diagrams. The
interference between the Z and Higgs exchange diagram vanishes. The quantities
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Xii are given by
g4F2 (s - 4)(2 - 4w)(s 2 + 20s + 12)
XZZ = 24 (s - _)2 + (Fz/mz)2 '
g4 [2+ S_l)2](s_4w)A ,2
XIIH 8sin 2 fl (_
g' ( Gp) rn_t-_ (2)(2) a,G ),X_'+_'+ -- 1-'6 E. C_1) + r w mw C_ G i + C_ I3)
l
X'x+i_+ = "8 D0)G(4) + mw \row mw ]
m_+ m_+ ]D(S)G (7)+ rnw rnw
XzT_ 8[(s-i) =+(rz/mz)=] _la i
-g4At ( m, C!6)G(9) + .rn_+ . .-,(1O)'_
ssin# _ \row ' ' _-_-dw_'I'_' )'x/tT+
where Fz is the Z width. Here
A cos(# - a) C sin(# - a)
A'= [(s- 2 2 2 /mw)2] 1/2Frn_:/m w) + (rB:
(A7)
(2- 2 2 2 (r_lmw)2 ]112'm_o/mw) +
(as)
where FHO is the width of the H °, and the G are given by
al 1) -4_iKi[-(_i-w- 2)2s +4(_i--w- 1) 2 + 2w + 36]
--11232 "Jr ._(40 -- 802 -- 36_i) q- 2402-- 12(_i __02)2 q_ 120_i]
6
+ 4L_[2_(4._- 2_I- _02)
+ 2(s - 9_- 12_ + 14_2 - 6_, + 4_ 2 - a._(_ __)2)
+ 6_- s_ + 902_- 13_ + 6_, + s_(_-02)_ - (_ - 02)'],
G_ 2) --24K4 [2- (,_i-+-02) 2 -(K:i _02)2] .{_16--42
8Li {+ - 22(tci--1)+s[(_i--w)2--6_i+2w+4]
s -- 2-- 2w + 2_i
- 7(_i -- w) 2 + 5_i -- 702 + 2},
22
ol3_=2K,{_,[<_,-_-2)=_+_,[_;<_,-4_ 2)+6_+6_+5]
-2(_+2)(2__-_+2]+(_-1)_(_+2)_}
+ Li {s2(3_¢ 2 + w2 -- 8_i + 4)-k- 2s[5K_ -- (llw + 14)_y
s - 2 -- 20.2+ 2_,
+ (7w 2 + 16w + 17)_, - w 3 - 10o22 + 3w -- 8]
+ 4[2(_,- _)_ - 4(_, - ,_)3_ _,(,_ _ _)_
+ 8t_2 + 9wt_i + 9tci - (w -4)(w + 1)]}
- 1 [-2_ + (n_,- 16_-4o)_ + 36(_-_)_ - 24_ + ss_ + 4s]
12
G(4) = L2 {s(x2 - co - 2)2_2 + (x2 - w) 4 + 2(w - _¢2)3
t¢1 - t_2
+ 5_22- s_2- (_ + 2)(3_ - 2)} + (1 ,-. 2)
wL2 {--- _._ +_[(:_- _)_- 6_ +2_- 3]+ 2+2w--t_]-- E2--s
--4(t_2--w) 2 -I-8t¢2+ 2w + 2} + (I _-*2)
1 [_2s 2 + (6_q + 6_2 - 16w - 40)s
12
+ 9(_ + ,_2)2- (36_,+ 12)(_ + _2)
+ 3(_ - _)_ + 4(9__+ _._ + n)],
G (5) =8- 2,s 6L2 [-(_;2 -w) 2 + 2- _2 -w] + (1 <--*2)
_I -- _¢2
+ L_ {_(2_- 2)+ _[2(_- _)_- 6_- 2_+ _1]
s-2-2w+_] +_2
- 2(_2__)2 + 4_2-_ - 2} + (1 _ 2),
23
_2
G(6)_. 18w (_2L2-_lLI)% 6 12 [6(_1+K2)%8_-40]
_1 -- t_2
+ 2+2w- _¢1 -_¢2-_
+ s_i - s_.2 - 9,2+ 4(_- 2)(_- 1)]
-- (_2 -w) 4 + 4m2(_¢2 --w) 2 -- 5_;22+ (2w + 2)t¢ 2 + 9_ 2 -- 8oJ} + (1 _ 2),
G(7)= /-'2 [a(_;2-w-2)2-4(tc2-w) 2 + 8_;2- 28w-4] +(1 _-* 2)
t¢1 -- t¢2
+ ,2(w- _2)+ •[-(_ - _)2+ 6(_ - _)]
s-2-2_+ _;1 + _2
+4(_:2-w) 2-8(_;2+w)+4}+(1 _2)+2s-8,
+,[4_ - 5(., + 3w)- (_,__)3 _ 10_ +_ +s]
+ 2(t¢i - w) 3 - 8_(_i - w) - 6_i - lOw + 4}
1
+ _{-,_ +,_(3_,+w _s)+_[6(_,- _)_- _2_,+3_ +2s]
- 12(t¢i - w) 2 - 12_i + 44w + 24},
+_x[_.,_+ 4(_-_ - 1),+ s(_,-_ +2)]
G_ 10) - s(t - */2) + Li[l(,¢i + w)* 2 - *(2 + '¢i + 3w) + 12w]. (A9)
At zero velocity, the Higgs and Z exchange diagrams vanish, and only the
chargino exchange diagrams remain. The rather lengthy expression for aww
times the relative velocity reduces to
g4(__1)_/_[ d +/2
o'WW_(V O).--4
128rJm_]mw [ 1 - w - t¢l
d 1= (A 0)
+ 1 --5-- %2j
In the early Universe, v 2 _ 1/4 at freeze-out and the v 2 terms are most certainly
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of importance. However, in the galactic halo, neutralino-neutralino relative ve-
locities are of order v 2 = v_ao _. 0, and to a good approximation, the annihilation
cross section times relative velocity should be given by awwv(v -* 0) (unless it
vanishes).
APPENDIX B: CROSS SECTION FOR _---* Z°Z °
The matrix element for the process _'_ ---) Z°Z ° is given by the Feynman
diagrams shown in Fig. 3, and the total cross section, averaged over the neutralino
spins, is given by an analogous expression to that for aww:
1
Xt _ 4
,,zz - e>4_,.,,_z\; -4_ ] X;o;o .
In this Appendix, it is most useful to rescale some quantities that have dimensions
of mass by the mass of the Z. Specifically,
w'- rnf ; _i'- _ ; s-=-.
\mz/ \mz/ m_ '
where sm2z is the square of the center of mass energy.
The quantity XHH is given by
(g2A , )2 [ 4- (s -- 1)2] (s--4w), (B3)XHH 2 sin/_ cos eW L2
where A _ is the same as in the W+W - case (Appendix A) except that here
the Higgs masses in the denominators are divided by rn_ instead of m_v. (The
quantities A, C, Q, and R are still given by the same expressions in Appendix
A.) Next, the quantities XH-_O and X_'0_'0:
-@A' _ [m_a!,)_ ,-__A.c(lO)]XH'x° = 4si_Sw .= Ci [mz ' mz i j,
= D,,G I)-) + +,-. vlJ)
"___ (B4)
where the sum is over the four neutralinos. Here the Gikj are given by the ex-
pressions in Appendix A with _] and _: being replaced by _i and _j (the Li are
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changed in the same way). The masses of all four neutralinos enter as they are
virtual particles exchanged in the t- and u-channel diagrams.
The new quantities Ci and Dii that appear above are defined by
Ci 2e_, Dii _ 2 (B5)= = 2e i e j,
where the ei are now given by
1
ei = _( Zi3Zn3 - Zi4Z.4). (B6)
cos 8w
For more discussion of the couplings see 'Refs. 1 and 11.
In the zero-velocity limit, the Higgs exchange diagrams again vanish, and
only the chargino exchange diagrams are nonzero. In this limit
g4(w-1)312 [k ei (B7)1 --w -- _i
Once again, this formula is a good approximation for neutralino annihilation in
the galactic halo, but is not applicable to relic abundance calculations.
APPENDIX C: CROSS SECTION FOR _ _ H°H °
The total cross section for the process _'_ -+ H°H ° involves the Feynman
diagrams of Figs.4 and 5, and isgiven by
g4[_[ ZtOt
_r_i'_= S_,lm,_lS ' (¢1)
whereIklisthemas_tudeoftheoutgoingmomentum,,, - _.E=- 'ira}/(1-,_=/4)
is the center of mass energy squared, and S is the symmetry factor (2 for i = j
and 1 otherwise). Note that in this Appendix, we have not rescaled any quantities
by a particle mass.
The CP quantum number of the final state _ = cici, where ci is the CP
quantum number of H ° and cl = c2 = -c3 = 1, determines the form of X t°t.
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For _ = 1 (see Fig. 4), X t°t is given by
xt°t -- 2p2 [(B- 2U)2 + _(4Ek2V)2] , (c2)
where
' [ ' 2z £ I
_1 MinkMjnk B = MlnnHlijPH_ + M2nnH2ijPH_,
v=( 2) 5,
= to - m_
.- 2 2P.o [(_- m_o)2+ mHtrno] -m
(C3)
and FHO is the width of H °. In this case, the contributions from the s-channel
exchange of H_ and Z vanish. Furthermore, X t°t vanishes at v = 0, so that aijv
also vanishes as v --* 0.
For _ = -1 (see Fig. 5), Xtot is given by
X t°t = p2k2(D + U) 2 + 2 EC 2E 1 m2Z - 2V , (C4)
where
4 M,._Mi.k
U=ciE 2 '
k=l to - m_ok
V=k=, to-m_o mf_oE _ j 1+--_ 3(to-mio )2 to-mf¢o
C = M3,,H3iiPlto, D = FAij
2 22cosew[(_- m})_+ mzrz] 1/_
(c5)
and Fz is the Z width. In this case, the contributions from s-channel exchange
of H ° and H ° vanish.
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The expressions given above contain terms of all orders in v2; however, they
are only correct to O(v2). They are given this way for brevity. By evaluating
these formulas at two small values of v, the coefficients of the leading order terms,
a and b, may be obtained; here, av = a + by 2 + ....
The kinematic quantities used above are:
p = im,_l',,,/2,
_ I( )62k2= Ik'12= 4 2 m_0+ m_o + _,
to = 5 m_o + m - m_, tl = 21m_lk,
= = -
(C6)
The quantities Aij are the 0 0ZH i Hj couplings:
. cos(.-/3) (c7)sin(o_ -/3) A32 = -A23 =
A31 = -A13 = 2 cos6w ' 2cos Ow
and all other Aid are zero. The quantities Hilt are the TzO_O_O"i "'j"t couplings, and
Hiit is symmetric under the interchange of any two indices. The Hiik are
3rnz
Hill ="
2 cos Ow
3mz
H_22 -
2 cos Ow
H122 = mz
2 cos Ow
--Tn Z
Hal2- 2cosOw
H133 - -rnz
2 cos Ow
rn g
H233 -- 2 COS 0 w
H333 = Hl13 -- H123 -//223 - 0.
cos(/3 + (r) cos 2a,
sin(/3 + c_) cos 2a,
[2 sin(/3 + a) sin 2or - cos(/3 + a) cos 2¢r],
[2¢os(/3+ _) _n 24 + _(/3 + _) cos2_],
cos(/3 + ol) cos 2/3,
sin(/3 + a) cos 2/3,
(cs)
The quantities Mkij are the _o.o.o couplings, and Mtij is symmetric in thea'_kAiA j
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indices i and j. The Mkij are
where
-1 [ m_o6ij sin a
Mlij - 2sinfl L mw
-1 [mL06i j cosa
M2ij = 2 si'_/_ L mw
-1 [ m_o_ij cos fl
M3ii = 2si-'-n/_ L mw
+ 2(Qij sin(/_ - a) - R,j sin _)],
2(Qij cos(/_ - c_) + R4j cos a)] ,
2(Qij cos 2/_ + Rij cos/_)] ,
Q" = Vgl[z_3(gzi2- g'zjl + (i ,-, j)]
1 [MZ,2Z,2+ M'Z_IZil- _,(Z_3Zi4+ Z.Zi3)].
Rij = 2row
For further discussion of the couplings see Refs. 1 and 11.
In the limit v ---, 0 the cross section becomes
aijv(v -.-* O) = g41_'l C D6 1
to - maok=l Ak
(C9)
(c10)
(Cll)
APPENDIX D: CROSS SECTION FOR _ _ ff
The cross section for neutralino annihilation into quarks or leptons was found
previously in Refs. 4 and 5, but we include here a slightly improved version. An
error in the cross section given in Ref. 5 is corrected and Higgs exchange in the
s-channel is included for the first time. The error involved the neglect of a part
of the Z propagator and resulted in less than a 10% difference (ignoring Higgs
exchange) when the cross section was used for annihilation in the early Universe
(v _ 1/4). However, as pointed out by Lars Bergstrom, it could be significant
in the v _ 0 limit which is of relevance for halo annihilation. Higgs exchange is
relatively unimportant for the heavy neutralino case discussed in this paper, but
can make a difference for light neutralinos, especially near poles. 9
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To begin, we define the following
aq = mqdq/(2mw), bq = T3LZn2 - tanOw(T3£ - eq)Znl,
A = tan OweqZ.,, F = Z2.3- Z2.4.
cz = Tar - eq sin 20w, CR = --eq sin 20W,
, 2 + b2q, i 2uq = aq vq aq + f;, Wq = aq(bq - fq),
(DI)
Here dq = Zn3/cos/3 for down-type quarks or charged leptons and dq = Z.4/sin fl
for up-type quarks or neutral leptons, mq is the mass of the fermion, T3£ is
the weak isospin, and eq is the fermion electric charge. Leaving out the Higgs
exchange, the annihilation cross section, averaged over neutralino spins and to
order v 2, is given by
I,Iy'4[(ulq2H-Vlq2)(z2H-(alH-rl)v2)+ 4wlq2 (1 H-(a2 + r2)v2)E_ffv'--
q
' ' ,;)z(1 + + +(a, ++4wq(uq+ +( x 2 ra)v 2) , , 2
+ F2x'4 [ 1-(c14 -]-C2R)(Z2-l-alv2)+lcLcRz2(--1--a4v2)]z
Fxt2y,2 [(V;CR -- I 2 Z2rS)V 2)UqC:L)(Z + (al ++
I.
+ (u',_R _;_L)Z_(_+ (_ + _)v =) 2'4(_L--eR)*(_+ (_*' + _),=)
IJ
• 4 m} m_, 8+ 2v2_,--m-_ (1 + x 2) -x 2
"[- F(c/,- , ,2 ..2 m._ [2W;t_2 4W;V2,,2 rCRlX y Z rn2z
+(2+lv2(x 2-2r +__4fl'2r2))(4w'q+2z(u'g+v'q))]}"
(D2)
3O
The quantities ai and rs are given by
2 _2 + 1__2x2 a2 = _(2- z2+ x2)al = _ - 12 4
1(-3 + x 2) a5 = 1 + x 2a4
_1= _(-4 + z2+ ,r - 3rz2- .4) r2= _(-_ + 2__+ 3_Z'_+ 2rz_Z'_)
_ = _(-3 + 5_z'_- 2z'_) _4= _(-3 + 5_z'2)
r 3 3(-3 fl,2r5 = 5(- 5 + r_ '2) r6 = - + 2r_'2),
(D3)
where GF is the Fermi constant, cq is a color factor (% = 3 for quarks, % -- 1
r2 _2 _1/2 Z ofor leptons), x '2 = m2z/((m2z - s) 2 +,.Z,,,Zj is the pole factor, Fz is the
Z ° width, z rnq/m_, fll (1 Z2) 1/2 and yr2 2 2 _2 2
= = - , = mw/(m ]+. mf_) is the
squark mass suppression including the propagator momentum. The propagator
_ m_Z'_)isusu_lysm_l,asis _ ½_2/(1- z_).momenta factor r = m:_/(m] + =
When rn_ ----}mq however, z _ 1, x _ oo and the expansion breaks down.
However, this occurs only very close to mass thresholds and so these should be
avoided. See Ref. 5 for the Feynman diagrams for _ ---* ff and further discussion
of the cross section.
Besides the squark and Z exchange diagrams included in Eq. (D2), there
as s-channel diagrams involving the exchange of any of the three neutral Higgs
31
bosons.Thesecontributions can be included by adding the following to Eq. (D2):
_71_= Z c.m}n' (F,+ F_)_n'_.+_F_(_+ 7.,)
q
_ _ 4m} k
4m_
+ (N + F2)_'_(1 - --g-)- F3(.5 + 2,-6)
+ 2z(u'q+ v_jy (F, + F2),_'2v2 - 2F3(1+ v2(.5 + _-))
,. t t2r, ]
-- _Wqy -"3 _ ,
(D4)
where Fi 2 2
= Mi,,,Qiqmw/((mlt ° _ s)2 + .-,,2,.°H_*/_r2 s_l/2, F_ is the width of H °, and
(Qlu,Q2u,Qau) =
(Qld, Q2d, Qad) =
mq
2m_ 7inB(s_n"' cos., cosn)
/
lrrZq
2rag7osj (cos_,sin_,sin_1.
(D5)
The quantities Mk,,, Zii, tan fl, and sin a were defined in Appendixes A and C.
In the limit v --* 0, relevant for present day neutralino annihilation, the
annihilation total cross section (including Higgs exchange) reduces to
r
(2_'+ Z(Ul -I - Vl))
q I.
2
z'2 -" - Cl,)Z 1-4 -_
+ T F(_R m}
(D6)
For further discussion of the couplings and the supersymmetric model, see Ap-
pendix A and Refs. l, 5 and 11.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
1. Lightest neutralino composition and mass for tan fl = 2. The broken curves
are contours of constant neutralino mass rn_, and the solid curves are con-
tours of constant gangino fraction (Z21 + Z_2); in (a) g > 0 and in (b)
#<0.
2. Feynman diagrams for neutralino annihilation into W+W - final states.
3. Feynman diagrams for neutralino annihilation into ZZ final states. The
index i runs from 1 to 4.
4. Feynman diagrams for neutralino a_nihilation into H°H ° final states where
ci = cj. There are a total of ten diagrams since the index k runs from 1 to
4.
5. Feynman diagrams for neutralino annihilation into H°H ° final states where
ci _ c i (n °Hg and H °H ° only). The index k runs from 1 to 4.
6. Hatch plots that illustrate the importance of the various channels for neu-
tralino annihilation in the early Universe (v 2 _ 1/4). In the areas "hatched"
with positively sloped lines, annihilation into fermion final states dominates
by at least a factor of 10; in the regions marked by negatively sloped lines,
annihilation into gauge-boson final states dominates by at least a factor
of 10; and in the regions hatched with horizontal lines, annihilation into
Higgs-boson final states dominates by at least a factor of 10. In the regions
hatched by vertical lines, several final states contribute comparably to the
annihilation. Here rn] = rn i is used throughout. The values of rnt and
tan fl, and the sign of tt are as indicated. Hatch plots for other values of
mt and tan/3 are qualitatively similar.
7. Same as Fig. 6(a) but with rn] = 2m;_.
8. Same as Fig. 6(a) but with m] = do.
9. Relic neutralino abundance as a function of M for several fixed values of
p. The solid curves show fl_h 2 assuming m] = m_, and the broken curves
show fl_h 2 assuming m] = dO. Here we have taken tanfl = 2 and mt = 60
35
GeV. Results for # < 0 and other valuesof tan _ and rnt are qualitatively
similar.
10. Relic neutralino abundance as a function of p for several fixed values of
M. Again the solid curves show _h _ assuming m] = rn_, and the broken
curves show _h 2 assuming m] = _ for the same three values of M. Again
we have taken tan _ = 2 and mt= 60 GeV. Results for/_ < 0 and other
values of tan fl and mt are qualitatively similar.
11. Relic neutralino abundance as a function of M for p = _M tan s Ow, tan _ =
2 and rnt = 60 GeV. Again the solid line shows f/_h 2 assuming m] = m_,
and the broken line shows _h 2 assuming m] = oo. Again we have taken
tan _ = 2 and mt = 60 GeV. Plots for/_ < 0 and other values of tan _ and
rnt are similar.
12. ,Cosmologically excluded regions of the M-# plane for several values of
mr. using tan_ = 2. The hatched areas are those for which fl_h 2 > 1
independent of rn//_ and m]. Plots for _ < 0 and other values of tan/_ are
very similar.
13. Same as Fig. 12(a) but assuming m] = oo.
14. Cosmological upper bound to rn_ as a function of tan fl for several values
of the top quark mass.
15. Scatter plots of f_:_h 2 vs. neutralino mass for a wide range of models (as-
sumingm] = mi and tan_ = 2). In (a) we usemt = 60 GeV, andin
(b) we use mt = 180 GeV. Each "x" represents a different supersymmetric
model specified by the value of/_ and M. The values selected for M and/.t
were taken from a grid on the M-/_ plane. Results for other values of tan
are qualitatively similar.
16. Same as Fig. 15(a) with rn] = 2m;_.
17. Same as Fig. 15(a) with m] = oo.
18. Scatter plot of estimated halo annihilation rate vs. neutralino mass for a
wide range of models (assuming rnH_ = O, tan fl = 2, mt = 60, and using
m/= or m/= c¢).
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